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IDENTICAL PARTICLES AND PARASTA'rrSTICS
l 

2 P. V. Landshoff and Henry P. St"app 

Department of Physics ar.d IJa,.,rence Radiation La.boratory 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

The simplest para fermi model is shown to be equivalent to 

a theory with two types of ordinary fer~ions that are dynamically 

indistinguishable. This model exhibits cluster properties as well 

as the usual analyticity and crossing properties, and hence para-

statistics cannot be ruled out on any of these grounds. For a 

complete discussion of cluster properties it is necessary to 

establish "That quanti ties are observable in systems containing 

identical particles that are not necessarily fermions or bosons. 

It is argued that particle permutations are observables and that 

it is consistent to assume that these are the only observables 

that depend on the ordering of variables. This theory of 

observables covers simultaneollsly both the first- and second-

quantized treatments, which are equivalent only for fermions and 

bosons . 
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I. . INTRODUCTION· 

A ftmdame:1tal u':1resolved question is whether all particles 

of nature a~e necessarily either fermions or bosons. Theoretical 

investigations of other possibilities have follovled one of two 

8.:p:proaches. The first (1:.,5.),formu~ated within the framework of 

first-quantized. quantum theory, im:poses the condition that particles 

of the same type be indistinguishable by requiring that all ob-

servables Q satisfy -1 
PQ;P == Q, vihere F is any permutation on 

the o~der of t~e variables referring to the given type of particle. 

The second a.:p:pyoach (2,'::) ~formulated within the second-quantized 

fra."D.ev!ork, consid.ers commutation relations more general tha.n those 

leading to Fermi or Bose statistics.' These two a:pproaches are 

equivalent in the cases of Fermi and Bose statistics, but in general 

they are nonequivalent. Indeed, the basic equation pQ;P-l = Q of 

-
the first-quantized approach is generally ill-defined in the second-

quantized framework. This is because the generalized commutation 

relations equate states ,.,ith variables in different orders, and 

the results of the action of P upon equated states are not 

identical. The origin of the difficulty is that the generalized 

(parastatistics) commutation relations do not commute with the P's. 

One aim of the present work is to :provide a fr&"D.ework for 

'the'discussion of i~entical particles that encompasses both 

approaches. An important point, here, is a distinction between 

the above-mentioned. place permutations P and :particle permutations 
" 

P. We shall argue that particle permutations are'observables. 

Indeed, the symmetry requirement pQ;P-l == Q. of the first quantized 
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approach is equivalent to the requirement that all observables 

that distinguish among states -that differ only in order of variables 

are functions o~ the particle-permutations P. The latter form 

of the indistinguishability requirement is equally applicable to 

the second-quantized approach. 

We begin, in Section. 2, by reviewing a particular case of 

modified conunutation relations, namely that of parafermi statistics 

of order two. This case has been studied in perturbation theory 

by Volkov: (~), using a part icular Hamiltonian. We ShOTll that the Volkov 

model is in a certain sense trivial in that it is physically equivalent 

to a .theory in which there are two different types of ordinary 

Termions that are statistically distinct but physically indistinguishable. 

An example of such particles would be the neutron and the proton in a 

model with an isospin-independent interaction. As this possibility 

does not violate any general requirements, such as cluster, crossing, 

or analyticity properties, it is evidently impossible to use such 

general principles to rule out the possibility that there exist 

particles obeying parastatistics. The example of the Volkov model 

suggests that all theories involving particles obeying parastatistics 

are reducible to theories involving only fermions and bosons, but 

we have not attempted to prove this. 3 

In Section 3 the question of what qU~Dtities are observable 

is considered and it is argued that particle permutations are 

observables. In Section 4 we derive the restrictions on the elastic 

.. 

.' 

• 
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S-matrix ariGing fran t~e :r7.,quir'?:nent tllat a..ll que..nt.it:'es 

measurable cy n:.eans elastic-scattering experiments be fur.ction.3 

• 
of ple.~e pe::-mutatlons .. Tnis provides a derivation, from general 

requi:::-ements,. of tte})articular form of S that arose in the' Volkov 

hiodel fro::rl s?ecial f:i.e15.-tl'le6retic ::;:1"(Ypert.ies. 

In 2e·:!tion :5 \tIS examj.ne "hethe:::- t.hepossi bili ty of inelastic 

. inte::-actio!1s e!').ables the class of cbservE.bles to be extended 'Jeyond 

the set of :par~~icle perm',ltations P. v.Te 81':.0\·; that t~e answe::- is no J 

first irl a particul,:tr ex~-rnple cf ar.'. i!1e18 .. stic j.nteraction arId then 

ger.era:Lly wi thin t~e fralll'2";rork of t~'1e Volkcv r:!.odel. Cluster properties 

plaJr· ar. ... irnportant role in this. analJfsis. 

II.· Th"E VCLKOV MODEL 

Farafe::-mi sta.tistics of order two corresponds to the following 

trilinear relation:: OJ arr.ong the pal'tide creatio!l a.nd a..'1nihilation 

.I-

operat~rs 80 1 a.no.. a: 

t .$.. 

~ a a .l- e. a I 
8'k = 0 a + e a,. 

n m r:l. n kn P.l mn K 

oS- i· t J. ..... 

~ a I· a .l- e. a I 
~ ::: 5 a I 

n m Jr. !'!. 1m m 

+ +t . .j.. J. J. 

(2 ' ) a I a + ! t ! 0 8 ' a a fl. ::: . .... , 
'k n'm m '" J:": ... J. 

.. There are also simila~ relations for J.:;he corresponding antiparticle 

operators and a· " as well as for n:.ixtures of the pa rticle B...'1d 

'. entiparticle operators. In the latter case a given Kronecker 0 on 

the right-hand side occurs cl'!ly ·,..".hen its two indices both refer 

either to particles or to a...~tiparticles. 
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Volkov has sho .. m e.g) that .. if the Fermi fields of the ordinary 

electromagnetic interaction 

(2.2) 

are replaced byparafermi fields of order two, then the S-matrix elements 

can be expressed as a sum of functions corresponding to different 

Feynman graphs. The rules for computing the function corresponding to 

a given graph are identical to the usual rules, except for an extra 

factor of tvTO for each 1V-particle closed loop. 

obtained by summing the functions corresponding to all Feynman graphs. 

in which the parafermion line that begins at Pi ends at q. . 
~ 

The photon variables are unimportant in this discussion and are 

suppressed. By virtue of the symmetry of the Feynman rules with 

respect to the identification of the N parafermion lines, the 
.-v 

function S has the symmetry property 

where Pl, P2, .•. PN is any permutation of 1, 2, ••. N. The general 

significance of such a symmetry property in any theory of identical 

particles is discussed in Section 4. 

The S-matrix elements themselves do not display the symmetry 

_ property (2.3). If we define 

.. 

• 

• 
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••• p , N 

then it follows from (2.1) that 

by virtue of which the three states 

and 

(2.6) 

span the subspace of ~tates corresponding to the momenta 'P1P2P3 The 

S-matrix elements are given, according to Volkov's rules, as 

".... 

P1P2P3) - S(Q3Q2ql I P1P2P3) 

whi~h do not satisfy (2.3). 

The Volkov model is equivalent to a special case of a theory 

involving two distinct but dynamically indistinguishable fermions. 3 

~t' {~itJ and (Bit) be two sets of ordinary fermion creation, 

~'t operators, such that each a.' anticornmutes with each ~,etc. 

Writing 

.. 
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ex. := A. Bi t = A.t 
1 1 1 

.i- t (2.2.) 13.: = . B. a. I B. 
.1. 1 1 :l. 

one obtains ~rom the l1sual fermion anti commutation relations the 

equations, 

A B t A 
-lc n m 

and" 

+ = 

+ A t B tAt = 0 , m n .it 

+ 

and also a similar set of equations in vlhich the At s ar.d B's are 

interchanged. The similarity of (2.9) a~d (2.1) is apparent. ~e 

relations similar to (2.9) involving ~~tiparti6le operators are 

obtained by making the further identifications 

t t ex. = B. B.; = B. 1, 1 ... 1 

t J.. 

A. - A. I 
(2.10) 6i = ex. = 

1 1 1 

That is, if eLy product of parafermi operators is transcribed into 

an alternating sequence of A- and B-type operators, then the 

original parafermi com:rD.~tation relations are still maintained. This 

e~sures that any parafermi model of orde~ two in which all observables 

are of even degree in the parafermi fields can be reduced to ~~ 

eqt:.ivalent model involving only ordi~ary Fermions. One tn,nscribes 

the operators ~.t, a., a. t and 
1 1 1, 

a. 
1 

occu~ri~g in the observables 

• 

-...;.. 

." 
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"i~to corresponCing: A- or B-type ope!'aJcors , respectively, 

a.ccorc.irrg to 1'lr:.ether t3J.ey oCC1,::p~r even or odd pORi tions, counting 

:fromth~ left. 7he sa:ne rule 1.8 applied to the produ.cts of creation 

op~rators that cre2:!:;e t!1e basis states, so that (2. lt ), for example, 

beco:nes 

.. (2.11) 

The Volkovj.:::ttere.ction :Iowlil tonia'1 i!1vol yes the pl'l.rafields 

in the form of the cO!U:lutator which contains the ter~s 

t -f.. 
t t .. - I 

a. a +. a a + a a + a p., 
:n n m Jl IfI. n m. n 

t - t t .. t - (2.12) e. a e. a a a a. a n m n m n m n !l.'. 

. According to the :rules this. su.'!! is transcribec. into 

ata at - t - t 
7- ex + ::x a .1. a ex m n r.1 n m n m n 

~ t 
5 t ! 4-

(2.13) ~n t3n B I Sn f3 f3n ~m :m 'm m 

Because the interaction Hamil tonia...'1 involves an even number of 

. opera.tors ~!, o;:;,e c·S'.n :l2.!!e the transcription (2.12) to (2.13) of 

:t.!INT . before expe.nd.:~~ng the exponential in 

s = T[ex:p[-i 

" 

and tbe required e.lternat:'o::l of A- and B-type operators ~i11 persist 

R.:'ter the eX]:lansio!1. After the tr!3.l1script:'on one mr.g,Y use the usual 

~~~~or. anticcmnut~t:'on ~ela~ions to reorder tbea end ~ 

opera.tors.~ t1:1e.reby obtair.:i.ng via ~{ick' s theorem the usual Peyn.m.a.n 
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rules'. The factor of tw·:, associ.ated with an L."'lternal closed loop 

evidently arises becB.'.1Ge tb.e loop ca.'1 represent either an ();-particle 

or a ~-particle, and t"he tl"O possibilities contribute equally because 
. . 

the interaction is syrru~etrical in the o~erators a and ~. (Tnis 

can be seen from (2.13) by usi~g the e~tico~~utation relations for 

the t3 to reverse the order of thE: factors in each of the last 

four terms.) This syrn..metry 0.:- En;T under i:l.terchange of a and 

t3 means that these tilO types of particle, though statistically 

distinct, are dyna..~ically indistinguishable. This is necessary for 

the validity of the sYI"..metry property (2.3), since a permutation of 

adjacent particles in a state interchanges a- and t)-type particles. 

The ordinary fermion reactions that arise from the parafermion 

reactions by the transcription just described appear to be special in 

that the numbers of the two k5.nds of ferId.ons can differ at ::nost by 

one. Though this restriction might apparently differentiate a 

world having two distinct indistinguishable types of fermions from 

a world involving' parafermions, the cluster properties effectively 

nullify this distinction: the particles in any localized region 

could be prepondera.'1tly of one type or the other. 

The fact that the two types of fermions are dyne..r.:ically 

indistinguishable inr..t?oses limitations on what .is observable in certain 

types of experiments. For exa..~le, elastic-scattering experiments 

cannot distinguish between the two-particle states 1PlP2) and Ip2Pl)' 

even though these 'states are independent. This is because (2.3) 

implies that 
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,(Q.l Q.2 'lsI PJ.P~), =(Q.2 Q.1 lsr;2'Pl>:' (2.14) 

.." 

.1,0 that an elastic-scattering experiment 'would enable one to distinguish 

between 11'11'2> and 11'2 PI) only ,if one had some way of distinguishing 

On the other hand, the two states 

1 
= ,v'2-

are disting~ishaole, since the two matrix elements 

± (q2 ql !S!pl 1'2) 

(2.15) 

are different, while the matrix-elements~(qlQ.2 !S!pl p2)~ vanish. 

, The general question of what quantities are observable in 

,systems of identical particles is important'both in its own right 

and for a,discussion of cluster properties. 

III. PERMUTATIONS AS OBSERVABLES 

Single-particle experiments are experiments that establish 

only that certain free~particle wave functions are occupied whereas, 

certain others are not. Each free-particle wave function corres~onds 

to a certain type of particle, and an occupied wave function is 

regarded as a particle of the corresponding ",type. 

Let '¢l ',¢2 ' ••• ¢N be a set of N orthogonal 

free-particle wave functions, all corresponding to a single type of 
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:particle" and let I ¢l ' ¢2 " ,~ .. ¢N) be a pure state in, ,.,hich 

these "IlaVe functions are ,all occupied. Other wave functions may 

also be occupied,but these are irrelevant to our considerations. 

The wave fUnctions ¢., i = 1, ... N, can be gradually changed 
~ " 

in such a way that (¢l' ¢2' •. ~ ¢N) becomes (¢ - , ¢ - , .. ; ¢ -' ), 
PI P2 PN 

'where (Fl, F2 ; ... FN) is a permutation of (1, 2, N). The 

state thus obtained is I¢_ ,f1_ ; ... )i_ ), which will be abbreviated 
PI P2 ,'pN ' 

as Iii). The various states Iii) are indistinguishable by 

single':particle experiments, since these establish only that 

certain wave functions are occupied; they do not determine the 

'position of the ¢. within the state vector. 
~ 

The subspace spanned by the N! vectors IF) will be 

'denoted by ~ (¢l' ¢2' .•. ¢N)' If the N particles~e identical 

fermions or bosons then the various Iii) are all multiples of any 

single one of them, and hence ~ is one-dimensional. To encompass 

, more general cases we allow the Iii)' to have relations of the form 

" (J' = ±l ' P (3. 1 ) 

'valid for all P, where Pis someplace permutation. That is) 

• P IF) - P I¢ ,¢ , ... ¢ , ) 
Fl P2, PN 

¢ ), 
iiPN 
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where (PI; P2, •.. PN) is a permutation of (1, 2, ," ••. N). The' 

'. Fermi and Bose statistics are in6luded ~s special cases) as are 

parastatistics [see, for example, (2.5)] and Boltzmann statistics 

(which 'is the case :Ln",hich '4l<thelp) are linearly independent). 

The various state's of 4 are indistinguishable by single-

particle experiments, but the' question arises whether any operators 

in the space d are observable by means of other types of 

experiments. 

In order to obtain some distinction among the states of 4, 
let the particles' i and j corresponding to the wave functions 

¢i 'and ¢j be caused to scatter on each other. For spinless 

particles the scattered wave at center-of-mass angle n/2 contains 

only the symmetric part of the wave function with respect to the 

operator Pij that interchange~particles i and j. Alternatively, 
'~:i:" 

the energies can be adjusted so that some single partial wave 

dominates the scattering. This allows the system to be projected 

on either eigensta~e of the particle-exchange operator 

The operator P .. 
~J 

exchanges the particles i 

P ..• 
~J 

and j. This 

means that wave functions' ¢i and ¢j representing these particles 

are interchanged. If Pij acts on a superposition of states 

Ip), then the positions of the interchanged indices i and j 

will be different in different terms. The particle-exchange operator 

P
ij 

is thus to be distinguished from a place-permutation operator 

Pab that interchanges the occupants of positions a and b , 

regardless of the'ir identity. The fact that the observB.:ble is a 
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'-12-,<, . - ..•... 
. :', . .'~' :', ' .. . ... '": 

particle-permutation •. p, and~~ta place-permutation . P, . is··a 
. '. . : ' . '. .' .' .~ . .' . .'.~::. ... .' ~'. . . .". .," . . . . - ." . . 

.. "co~sequenc~'ofthe fact that particles are ex:perime~tallyideriti'fied 
'I, 1 " 

by :theirwavefUnctions; not by> the positions of· indices • ,This 
'. ..' 

'distinction'is'cruclal to our discussion~ 
. ..... 

The relation between 

particle~permutations·. P and place..;permutations . P is examined 
. . 

in an appendix, where it is shown how the .. P and' P play the reciprocal 

... roles' of observablesand syinmetry. oper~tors, respectively . ..... 
',.: ',' We now examine the possibility that alltheobservabies' in 

./, 
,(J 

, '- . 

are functions of the particle-permutations P. Let the 

··subspace d bedec~mposed into the smallest subspaces such that 

every P maps each sub-space into itself. In other wordS, t<'! is 

. decomposed so that the pI sact irreducibly within these various 

.~ subspaces.. The assumption that all observables are functions of 
. ,',.' 

. \., the means that the observab1es have no matrix elements 

connecting different subspaces. Thus the relative phases of the 

components of the wave function lying in different ,subspaces cannot 

be measured. 

Let the .set of vectors 

< •••• ,' • 

'" . 

be an orthonormal ba.sis of the ,::thsubspace, where. J.L = 1,2, 

The sum' over a is such that the vectors. IPa) are linearly 

'4.' We assume that they are independent and span the subspace 

, also .orthonormal. The application of the p'article permutation P 

that replaces the set of particles (1,2, •.• N) by the set 

n • 
r 
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,:",~'; .' 

: ... 
'J ;, '. : 

' .. ", \' 

(PI, P2,' . 
. . '. . . ' 

"-, ,,',,; 

"FN) . gives 

... ;. I,-IFF 0) c(a;r ,~), 
a 

'n 

: [1£vr
{¢11 ¢2' 

v=l 

, .', ,;' ~ 
.... : . 

...... ' . 

¢N) u r(F). 
v~ 

(3.4) 

The matrices' Ur(F) are unitary for each r 'and F., This follows 
"" 

from the fact that for each fixed' P the set of vectors !FFa) is 

"orthonormal whenever the set of !Fa) il? This is true because 

, ,each '!FFa) is plus or minus one of the !F ), and no two of the a, , 

'!FFa>' can be equal to wit;hin a sign to a single one of the !Pa). 
, 

This latter fact is a consequence of the invariance of relationships 

of the form (3.1) under the particle permutation P. 

The set of matrices ~(p) , for each value, of ' r is an ,""' 
irreducible representation of the group of !?ermutations F. When 

there are no linear relationships (3.1) among the various states 

!F)" these states can be used as basic vectors of the regular 

'representation of the group of permutations F. It follows from 
" '. 

a fundamental theorem of group theory (~) that the irreducible 

representations fall into classes such that the representations 

'within a class are equivalent and the number of representations in 

any class is equal to the dimension n 
r 

of any one of the 

equivalent irreducible representations of that class. The basic 

. ',,' 
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vectors I.e r)' can be chosen so that thevarious equivalent 
~, , . 

'. r - .',' " 
,representations U (p), are identical. Then the general function 

. I' v~ , 

of the P in A' (¢l) . ¢2} ¢N) takes the form 

n. 

L 
r 

Q = )-
L-

'r r r' It )Q(e I} 
~ ~v V 

r ~}v=l 

. , r 
where the various Q corresponding to equivalent irreducible 

. representations are identical: 

= for = C . s 

Here C is the class of equivalent irreducible representations 
r 

con'taining the one specified by r. 

When there is more than one equivalent irreducible re-

presentation within a class} the division into subspaces of the 

part of corresponding to this class is nonunique; a new 

division can be defined by 

I£~r) ~ = L l.e~s) V
sr

} 

s 

where the summation is over the indices s within the clas~} 

and V is a unitary matrix. ,.,., . 
The form (3.5) is invariant under 

. r' 
a transformation (3.6L and the state . . I.e~ ) , 

-indistinguishable from the state I.e r). 
~ 

is thus experimentally 

One way of inducing a transformation (3.6) is to apply a 

place permuation P to the vectors IPa )· of (3.3). This is 

discussed in the appendix. 

We illustrate the above discussion by considering three-particle 
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.. states. Su:ppose first that the order of the parastatistics is 
. . 

at least three, so that there are no linear relations of the 

type \2.6) among the basic state vectors pl~l ~2 ~3)' The 

orthonorma'l basic v.ectors I.eJlr) 'of d (~l ~2 ~3Y may then be 

taken as: .. 

I£~) = -!. [1¢2 ¢3 ¢1) - 1¢3 iiI ¢2) + 1¢1 ¢3 ¢2) - 1¢2 ¢1 ¢3)J 

It~) - 2..{-;- [21¢1 ¢2 ¢3) - 1¢2 ¢3 ¢1) - 1¢3 ¢1 ¢2) 

!£~) = 

1 
= 

-v'6 

1 

1/6" 

[1¢l il2 19 

.+ 21¢3 ¢2 ¢1) - 1¢1 ¢3 ¢ii) . - . lil2 ¢1 ¢3)] 

- • 21¢3 ¢2 ¢1) + 1¢1 ¢3 ¢2) + lil2 ¢1 ¢3)] 

1¢3 ¢1¢2)- 1¢1 ¢3 ¢2) +. 1¢2 ¢1 ¢3)] 

+ 1~2 ~3 ¢l) + 1~3 ~l ~2) + 1~3 ¢2 ¢l) 

+ I¢l ¢3 ¢2) + . 1¢2 ¢1 ¢3)] 

[1¢1 ¢2 ¢3) + 1~2 ~3 ~l) + 1~3~1~2) _. 1~3~2~1) 

I~l ~3 ~2) 1¢2 ¢1 ¢3)]' 

.(3.7) 
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The first a.nd second subspaces correspond to the same class of 

equivalent irreducible representations, and hence our division into 

these subspaces is not unique. For example,if ;,le applied a place 

permutation P to every state on the right-hand side of (3.7), we 

Vlould have a ne~ division of 4 intosubspaces, in which lei) 

is generally mixed with I£i)/ and I.e;) with I.e;), as in (3.6). 

The states of a given subspace are mapped into one another 

by all permutations P, and they all correspond to a 'single Young 

.tableau. Since the first hlO subspaces in (3.7) correspond to 

equivalent irreducible representations, they also have the same 

Young tableau, namely the triangular tableau. It can be seeri that 

the states I £i) and 

-1, while the states 

are eigenstates of P13 with eigenvalue 

and l.n22) i 1 f P-~ are e genva ues 0 . 13 

.. Ti th eigenvalue +1. Thus the three:--;particle system can be in a 

sta~e corresponding to a triangular_ Young tableau and' sti.11 have a 

definite symm,etry with respect to any tvro of its particles. This 

resul t is to be contrasted ;,lith. the remarks of Steinmann. (~) 

v.."Tb.en the order of theparastatistics is less than three 

'(which includes the case of ordinary statistics), the number of 

basic subspaces in (3.7) is reduced. In the example of order-two 
\,./ . 

parafermi statistics the relations like (2.6) imply that the first 

and third subspaces vanish. 

To conclude this section ".ve show that any Q, of the form 

(3.5) ca.~ be expressed as a linear combination of permutation 

operators P. This follows from the Hell-knolm relation (~) 
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where c , C 
rs are the classes't6whichthe rth ,and 'sth .subspaces 

belong" . and 

can write 

Q' = 

n is the dimension of the !,th subspace.,. 
r Hence, one 

A consequence of this is that if all (Herffiitian) functions of the 

P . are observable, then any. (Hermitian) opera.tor Q of the form 

(3.5) is observable . 

. IV •.. ELASTIC INTERACTIONS' 

',' To discuss elastic interactions, we mustaJ.low the possibility 

that the single-particle wave functions/>. are changed. Although 
'.' ,', . 1 

not all superpositions of the N-particle states are observable, 

we suppose that single-particle wave functions can be superposed, 

, with a measurable relative phase. Then the form (3.5) implies that 

(r i s) 

. ·for all wave functions ¢i'W
i 

and numberSA.i . Consequently we have 

(£J.lr(¢l' 9'2,oo'¢N) /Q/ .evs(Wl' w2,·ooWN) = 0, (r f s) . 

(4 .. 1) 

; .. ' 

',',' .. 
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' .. " : If before a scattering an observable is ·represented by the 

. operator' Q,thenafter the scattering it is represented by Q' = S Q st •. 

Alternatively, if after a scatfering·an observable is represented by 'Q, 

the~ before the scattering it will have been represented by Q"= stQ,S. 

The 'condi tion that both ~' and Q" be observables for any observable 

Q evidently imposes certain constraints on the operator·' S. He now 

show that if all Hermitian functions of the P are observable, then 

these constraints can be expressed in the form 

and 

(r I s) 

(4.2a) 

.. . s . ," . s 
= (.e~ (yffl' yff2'" '~N) IS I .e v ('lrl , 'lr 2 ," '1VN)) , (c = c ) r s 

(4.2b) 

where Cr denotes the class of subspaces corresponding to the 

irreducible representations of the r equivalent to Ur(r). ,...., According 

to the result at the end of the last section, Q can be any Hermitian 

operator satisfyIng (3.5). He take Q to be 

If we could take a single term instead of' the sum in (4.3), the proof 

of (4.2) ,.,ould be Simple. However, (3.5b) requires a smnmation 

over all subspaces s that belong to the same class C of equivalent· 

.. 
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irreducible representations of the "p. Let' C' be another such 

class such that the number of subspaces in C' is at least equal 

to the number of subspaces in C. Then the reguireOment that SQst 

be· an observable yields, in particular~ 

,2: (.e~r(¢1'¢2' .'. '¢N) Is I .e SCt ,t ,···t » y 1 2 N 
SEC 

S 
x (.ey SCtl ,v2, ° ° otN) Istl ,e

y 
1(t

l
,t

2
, o. 0t

N
» = 0 , 

(r € C', Sl€ C) (4.4a) 

and 

(4.4b) 

If we write down (4~4a) for as many values of r as there are subspaces 

.in the class C, and assume that because S contains a no-scattering 

. :part not all the matrix elements (.eySCtl,t2,··otN Istl .eySI(tl,t2,oo.tN» 

can vanish, we obtain 

(r € C', S € C). 

Here we are taking the determinant of a square matrix whose elements 

are labeled by rand s. Now the sum in (4.4b) can be thought 

of as a product of two such matrices, and C4.4b) says that all the off-
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diagonal elements of the product matrix are zero. Therefore its 

determinant is equal to the product of its diagonal elements. But 

this'determinant vanishes because one of the matrices that form the 

,product is the matrix in (4.5). Hence at least one of the diagonal 

elements of the product matrix vanishes.' But (3.5b) requires that 

all these diagonal elements be equal. Hence we have proved (4.4b) 

also for which implies (4.2a), for this case that r and 

s label subspaces belonging to different classes such that the 

number of subspaces in the first class is not less than the number 

in the second. To prove (4.2a) when the number in the first class 

is less than the number in the second, we argue similarly starting 

from the requirement that stQS' be an observable. 

Finally, we consider the case in which r and s in (4.2a) 

belong to the same class. When 

the states 

and r 2 are in the same class, 
r . 

,·I.e
ll 

2(!il ,!i2,·· '!iN)) contribut~ 

equally to all observables by virtue of (3.5b). Hence a transition 

to one cannot be distinguished from a transition to the other .. This 
. . 

means that we are free to adopt the convention that transitions 

between states of a given class do not mix different subspaces. That 

is, for r and s in the same ~lass we can take (4.2a) to be true 

bydefinition~ Then (3.5b) ensures (4.2b). (Of course in a theory 

where S is calculated by. some specific rule, such as from a 

Lagrangian, this special form may not come out automatically, though 

it probably would in any natural theory.) Noti~e that once this 

definition. is made, the previous proof that no transitions take place 

from one class of subspaces to another can be greatly simplified. 

, . 

" 
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">::The resuit' (4.'2) ,t~gether~th (3'~8), allows one~ to express 
. " ' 

:, <the~la.stiC·p~rt~f' s· as '~linearc6mbination ofth'eP. ,To do 

"this we lntroduce operat~rs<b.(1jri -+~i) that change agiven wave 

'function 1jr i, toa new' function ¢i" Then the part of S that 

"corresponds to a transition from any state corresponding to the set' 

'of wave functions1jr" to any state corresponding to the set of 

, wave functions ¢ can be written 

(4'.6) 

where the coefficients ~ depe'nd on the wave functions, but not on " 

'" "their ordering ~ 

!f N is not greater than the order of the parastatistics, 

so that any change in the order of the wave functions in the state 

Irl rl ~ •• rl) produces an orthogonal state, we have ,)"'1)"2)"N , 

(4.7) 

.... 

, '. ~ . 

for any particleperm~tation P and any place permutation P. Hence, 
" . . 

the structUre (4.6) .for S 'corz:esponds to the prop~rty 

, (rl rl ••• rl IS I 1jr 1jr '.'1jr ) )"1)"2 ,)"N 1 2 N 

(4.8) 

for anyplace permutation P., 

" 
:,However (4.8) does not hold when N is greater than the 

',order' of the parastatistics. We illustrate this for the case 

" ": ... 

, 
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N = 3 With' order-t\vo parafermi statistics, specializing nOvl to the 
.. 

case where. the wave functions represent momEmtuni eigenstates ... vTe 

may wri te .. 

(4.9) 

" where i,j,k is 'a permuation of 1,2,3 and the, function 

rJ 

P(PiPjPk I PIP2P3) is uni.ty if i,j,k is that permutation of 1,2,3 
;. tI"'V 

'. ,given by P, a..'1d is zero otheryrise .. The functions P are invariant 

under place permutations;' 

(4.10) 

But the matrix elements of the operator P take the form 

. (PiPjPk I pI PI P2P3) = P(PiPjPk I'P1P2P3)-P(PkPjPi I PIP~3)' 
(4.11) 

because of (2.6), and a're not place-permutation invariant. Combining 

(4.9) and (4.6) we get a similar decomposition of the elastic Smatrix, 

which in the N-particle case reads 

. ~ " 

qq .•• q 
1 2 N 

........... 
with the functions S satisfying 

= 
rV . 

Seq' q "'0 1 2 -N 

(4 .. 12) 

P P "'P ) 1 2 N 

(4.13) 

.' 

. I 
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for all place yermutations P. Tnese results are of exactly the form 

obtained from the fie1d~theory model of Volkov" in which S represented 

the function corresponding to a sum of Fe~an graphs, and property 

(4.13)vTas an expression of the dynamical indistinguishability of the 

particles. 

In the general case of identical particles,it is natural t·o· 

define dyn~ical indistinguishability as the property that there are 
,., 

functions S that both satisfy (4.12) and possess the symmetry (4.13). 

If the various basis vectors Iqq .•.. q ) are not all orthonormal 
1 2 N ,..., 

then S _is not defined by (4.12) alone, and the S-matrix elements 

themselves may not satisfy (4.13). On the other hand, if these 

.states are orthonormal, as in the first-quantized theories, then the 
,.v 

functions Seq q "'q I p p ••• p) are equal to the S-matrix elements, 
. 1 2- N 1.2 N 

. and (4.13) is simply the usual requir~ment PSp-1 
== S , which is 

commonly taken as a basic expression of indistinguishability. 

V. CLUSTER PROPERTIES AND INELASTIC PROCESSES 

In Sections 3 and 4 we found that, as long as only elastic 

scatterings are considered, it'is consistent to suppose. that particl~ 

.-permutations are the only observables that distinguish among states 

corresponding to different orderings of the ~i' This would mean 

.. 
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that no elastic-scattering experiment can measure thetelative 

phase of parts of ,a state vector belonging 'to different particle

permutation subspaces. It is nat~rai to ask whether an, inelastic 

reaction can be used to measure such a phase. In this section we 

examine first a simple production experiment in the Volkov model and 

'find that these phases remain unobservable., It is then shown that 

, this result remains true under more general conditions. 

We first make some remarks concerning the cluster properties 

,of elastic-scattering processes. For the theory to be acceptable it 

is necessary that observations on a set ofN particles on the earth 

be essentially unaffected by the presence of particles on the moon,. 

'That is, it should be possible to describe all interactions among 

some certain N particles either in terms of states that contain only 

those N particles o'r, alternatively, in terms of states that contain 

also the particles on the moon. These 'descriptions should agree. 

It is evident that observables that are functions of the P do fulfill 

this ,requirement; no matter how the wave functions ~ of the particles 

on the earth are ordered relative to the wave functions, \fr of the 

particles on the moon, ,the N-particle permutations P permute 

the ~ in a manner independent of the \fro Elastic interactions of 

the form, (4.6) also fulfill the requirement'for essentially the 

same reason; all, dependence upon the positions of the ¢ enters 

only through the P. 

Consider now a system of two particles described by wave 

functions ¢l and' ¢2. ,Disregarding the presence of other 

I 
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:particles on the moon, yTe can use elastic-scattering experiments 

to establish that the system is in the state 

(A - ~)1%1 %2)] , 

. (5·1) 

where the relative magnitudes of A and ~ are measurable, but not 

their relative :phase. Let now a :pair (¢3' ~4) be :produced, and 

su~:pose that the :production takes place in a region in space far 

removed from (91', ¢2)' so that the :particles d.escribed 'by ¢:)., 

and ¢2 are not involved in the :production :process. To obtain the 

new state 'we act on (5.1) with the a:p:pro:priate term in the interaction 

Hamiltonian (2.2). According to (2.13) this yields a multiple of 

the state, 

[1¢3~II2¢l}· . I~III2¢l}] (A + ~)/V2 
+ [19I11¢2) I¢III:JI2}] (A - ~)/,r; 

,. 
1¢3¢1¢2~4) (A + ~)/-y2 

where (2.5) is used to get the second version. 

Elastic-scattering experiments on the three :particles re

p~esented by 91 , ¢2' and, ¢3 allow measurements of the . 

thre,e-:particle :permutation operators P, and an obvious question 

'x.. 

, 
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is whether knowledge of the values of these ,observables gives' 

information on the relative Fhase of ~ and ~. Direct calculation 

shows that the answer is no. 

Yet it does seem that (5.2) imFlies that,measurements on the 

initial two-Farticle ,system can establish Fhase relations among 

,sta:tes in different three-Farticle subspaces. In particular, if 

the initial state is found to correspond to ~ = 0, ~ = 1, then 

1 
+ + 1¢3~VJ4JJ 

. (5.3) 

SUFpqse now that the antiparticle ~4 is removed to the moon. Then 

the cluster FroFerties mentioned above imFly th~t the descriFtion 

of the Farticles left on the earth is equivalent to that given by 

the three-Farticle state 

(The two quantities enclosed in square brackets in (5.3) do not 

interfere for interactions where. ~4 is removed to the moon,since 

in the first bracJ.<et the remaining' particles are of types f3~, while 

in the second they are ~a). Bearing in mind relations of the type 

(2.6), we, see that (5.4) is a superyosition with definite relative 

Fhase of states from two different subspaces of (3.7). 

Specifically, it is 

, 
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,J 
.j " 

where 

. ~".' 

" 

" : 

Thus it would appear that,therelat/ive phase of the components IA) 

and IB) of a three-particie state can in certain circumstances 

be measured; if on annihilating one o'f the'three particles we find 

that the resulting two-particle state is antisymmetric, then we can 

apparently conclude ,that the relative phase wa.s that of (5.5). 

To understand why ,this is in fact not true we must again 

consider the cluster properties. The determination that the initial 

two-particle system has' P12= -1 does not necessarily mean that 

it is represented by the state 1 ri ri) T.he possible presence of other 1'2 1'1 -' 

.:.particles in the universe allows it to be represented also by 

states where these other particles are introduced in various ways. 

One $ees from (2.6) that any such state can be reduced toone of 

the three forms 
".\~. 

19'29'1)_ 1**'··· ) = 1-) 

19'2 Ijr 9'1) 1*'··· ) = Ia.) 

I~ 9'2 *' 9'1 ) 1*" .. ,. ) = Ib) • '(5.7) 

,These states differ essentially only in whether the particles are of 

" 
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type a or (3. This me~sth~t· the initial system should prope~ly 

be described by the ~ensity matrix 

. p- \. w.1 i) (ii, L ~ . 
i 

where w. is the statistical weight of the state i, and i runs 
~ 

. over -, a, and b~ The final three-particle system is described 

by the. corresponding density mtrix· . 

p '. = \"' w. If) ~ 1 , L ~ ~ ~. 

where the calculation of lfa) and 11~ ) is analogous to the 

calculation of I rf ). 
- -

We have said that, in order that the cluster properties of 

the theory be acceptable, each state that appears in either of 

the sums in (5.8) and (5.9) must give equal expectation value of 

each observable. That is, the values of the weight Wi should 

be irrelevant. This is indeed the case for the operators P. 

On the other hand, the relative. phase of the .components 

IA) . and IB) is not the same for all of the rr.. . I~ 
This means, in 

the firs.t place, that if this phase were measurable, then the 

cluster property would be violated. Conversely, in,any calculation 

.depending on the relative phases of A .and B, one must take 

into account all of the states ¢ ... 
-~ 

The relative phase of A and B in the state 9f. 
-~ 

is 

. the :phase~ The phase is well-defined unless this 

""\, 

I 
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matrix element vanishes. When the various ~ are considered, 

the average value of the matrix element becomes (Alp' IB) which. 

is 

(5·10) 

if the are all equal. 

Calculation of (5.10) gives zero. This implies that the 

relative phase of A and B can be determined only if one knows 

that the weights w. 
~ 

are unequal. To know that would entail having 

knowledge of the universe as a whole. But this is precluded by the 

cluster property, which says, in effect, that the possible presence 

of additional particles in the universe cannot be ruled out by 

" measurements involving any finite group of particles. The cluster 

propetty is thus self-consistent. 

This result requires some discussion. The Volkov model 

was shoym in Section 2 to be equivalent to a theory with two 

dynamically indistinguishable fermions. This theory of course 

has certain cluster properties, which are the ones appropriate to 

a theory with two types of fermions. However, when one formulates 

"the cluster property for parafermions, one requires specifically that 

connections between observable quantities be independent of the 
" . 
existence of unobserved particles. It is not clear that these 

two cluster properties are equivalent; indeed we have seen that 

the second requires a delicate cancellation among different states, 

while the first does not. 
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The vanishing of, (5. 10) is one of an infinite number of 

relations of the form 

= o 0 Cr 
CD rs P~v 

Here C. and D label_ classes of irreducible representation of the 

P, r and s label particular representations in these classes 

of equivalent representations, and ~and v label particular 

basis vectors of the relevant subspaces. All of the equations 

(5.11) must be valid in order that all observables be functions 

of the P and in order that the parafermi cluster property be 

valid. 

These equations (5.11) follow.from the invariance of p under 

rotations R in the isotopic spin space of particles a -- and [3 

- -1 
R pR· = p. 

The invari~~ce (5.12) will be assumed to apply for some original 

state of the system, as it was in our ex&~ple when we took all the 

Wi to be equal. Then the invariance of HINT ~~der rotations R 

guarantees that (5.12) also applies to the final state. 

We begin the proof of (5.11) by casting the theory into 

the isotopic-spin framework. The (91l ,912,"'91N) used previously 

is replaced by (d Yl d Y2 0 YN ) where Y is an index 
>"1 '>"2 ' IN' - i 

that -denotes whether the particle is of type Q or [3. Thus, 

whereas originally the distinction between Q- and [3- type 

particles lay in the distinction between odd and even positions '-in 
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the state vector, no .... ' this distinction'lies in the value of the 

isotopic-spin index y. Because of the,anticommutation relations 

between the 0:- and t)': operators, the various in the 

,state vector 
,Y Y Y

N 
I¢l 1, ¢2 2," '¢N ) ariticommute. Hence t9 eliminate 

redundant variables we bring all state vectors to the form in which 
, ' 'Y. 

'the, ¢i ~ appear in numerical sequence on the index i. An 

important feature of this transformation is that particle permutations 

P acting on the original 0:-t3 states becomes place-permutation 

operators P acting on the corresponding isotopic-spin states. 
, 

This is because the indices 1, 2,···N that identify particles in 

the 0:-t3 formalism specify the positions of the index in this 

isotopic-spin framework. 

The, transformation R .in (5.12) takes the form of a tensor 

, product N 
R = A. ~ A ® ... A = ® A , where A represents a 

rotation in the two-dimensional isotopic-spin space. The enveloping 

algebra (1) of the set of R's is the commutator algebra a/ 
of the algebra a of place permutations P. 

that p 
/i /1 

lies in the commutator algebra (...{' 

0....... (I i,s just 'ti.. itself, (§~ Thus any p 

Equation (5.12) says' 

of ,1 ~ 
v" However, 

satisfying (5.12)' 

-is a linear function of the P's. In the 0: - t3 formalism it is 

therefore a function of the place-permutations P. 

We con~lude by summarizing the ,paper ydth cluster properties 

'as the focal point. The parafermi commutation relations (2,1) 

su~gest that cluster propert~es may be violated in parastatistical 

theories. This is because the removal of the middle operators 

..•. 

\ 
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a t on the left-h~~d side leads to nonvalid relations. However, 
n 

, . 

the :prov'ed equivalence of the :parafermi theory to a theory involving 

, only ordinary fermions show that certain cluster :pro:perties are in 

fact maintained. But because the :particles associated with even 

" and odd :positions are nonequivalent, it is not immediately clear 

that one necessarily has the :physically significant cluster :pro:perty 

'that all correlations among observables are inde:pendent of the' 

existence of :possible unobserved :particles on the moon. To examine 

this question one must establish what quantities are observable in 

systems containing identical :particles. 

The usual rule is that every observable commutes with every 

i :place :permutation. This requirement is not a:p:plicable in :para-' 

statistics models" since :place :permutations are ill-defined owing 

to their noncommutability with the basic commutation relations. 

Therefore we argue directly from :physical considerations that :particle 

:permutations are observables. In case no relations such as (2.5) 

inhibit the use of :place permutations, the usual rule that all 
" 

observables commute with :plac.e :permutations is ' equivalent to the 

. statement that all observables are functions of :particle :permutations 
, . 

(insofar as de:pendence on :positions of variables is concerned) . 
• 

This is shown in the a:p:pendix. Since particle :permutations, unlike· 

place :permutations, are unaffected by relations such as (2.5), it 

is natural to take the statement that all observables are functions 

of :particle :permutations (insofar a~ de:pendence on :positions is 

concerned) as the generalization of the usual statement that all 

observables commute with place :permutations. 

". 

i' 

" 
\ 
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The :presumption that all observables are functions of 

. :particle :permutations, and moreover that all such functions are 

. observables, implies that the elastic-scattering mat~ix is expressible 

as'a function of the :particle :permutations. Moreover, this 

requirement on the elastic S guarantees that only functions of 

:particle :permutations are observable by means of elastic-

scattering experiments alone. Thus this :presum:ptionconcerning the 

observables is consistent with the Volkov model, insofar as only 

elastic reactions are considered. Within this framework we then 

.find that the:physical cluster :pro:perties are satisfied: correlations 

between observables are not affected by the :presence or absence of 

unobserved :particles. This resUlt holds also when :production reactions 

are considered :provided the cluster :properties are invoked to 

guarantee an "isotopic-spin" symmetry of the original density matrix. 
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APPENDIX 
. ',' 

Place Permutations and. Particle Permutations 

Suppose the set of N! states 

lIT) = I~TIl ~JI2.' '~IIN .), (A.l) 

is orthonormal, where (TIl, IT2 ,···tiN) are permutations of 

(1, 2, ••• N).Particle permutationsP are defined by 

PIIT) = Iprr) - I¢_: <i ',' • ¢..: ), (A.2) 
pm PJI2 PIIN 

where (Pl: P2, ... PN) is a permutation of (1, 2, •• ·N). The ,. 

ef'f'ect of P .is to replace ~l by ¢_ '~2 by ¢_, etc. It 
, Pl P2' 

was explained in the text that the P are relevant because -from 
I ' 

the experimental viewpoint the various particles are identified 
I 

by their wave functions ¢., rather than by the positions in'the 
, J. 

state vector occupied by t~ese wave functions. 

Place permutations P are defined by 

= IITP), 

where (Pl,P2, .. ·PN) is a permutation of (1,2," ·N) .. The effect 

of P is to replace the occupant of position 1 by the occupant 

of position PI, the occupant of position 2 by the occupant of 

position P2, etc. According to (A.3) the product of two place 

permutations PI and P2, give 
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'(A.4) 

. It is clear that all placepermut~tions CCHllmute' with all 

particle permutations, for particle permutations act without 

regard to place, and place permutations act vdthout regard to the 

identities of the wave fQnctions. Formally, this commutability 

follows from the equation 

P P I J1) = IP II p) = 'p P I II). 

Not only do all p., s commute with all P's, and vice versa, 

but in the sp3.ce 4 . spanned by the I II) all operators that 

commute .with the pIS are li!1ear combinations.of the p'S and vice 

versa. This result,which we refer to as the reciprocity of place 

permutations and particle permutations, follows directly from 

theorem (3.4A) of reference 6. However, it is useful to give a proof 

that exhibits the result .in a more concrete form. 

The set of vectors I II) are labelled by the set of N! 

. elements of the group of permutations on N objects. These vectors 

form a basis (SUbstratUm) of the regular representations of this 

:. group. (This is the representation such that U(P)II'II= 5TI , ,P II)· 

A .fundamental result from group theory is that the regular 

representation is completely reducible, that every irreducible 

representation of the group appears in this reduction, and that the 

number of times a given irreducible representation appears in the 

reduction is equal to the dimension of that representation. Here 
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"equivalent irreducible 'representations. are identified. " 

The transformation from the original basis I IT) to the 

'basis IC, T,~) is given ~y .'! • 

. .... ' 

/C,r, I-l) = I rr)(rrlc, r,I-l)' , , (A.6) " ' 

,Here C labels the class of equivalent irreducible representations, 

r labels the particular on:e' of the eq~iva.lent irreducible re

presentations, and I-l labels the particular basis vector of the 

subspace corresponding to this representation. The action of P 

" on the IC, r, I-l) is given by 

Pie, r, 1-1) = " 'Ie, r, v) U C (p), ' 
, , v~ 

(A.?) 

, , 

where the set ofUC(P) form the irreducible representation 
"" 

"specified by C . 

The action of P is given, as we shall prove, by 

(A.8) 

That is, the Pacts within the space associated with a given class 

C and acts there as a ,matrix on the indices r and s that label 

"the various equivalent irreducible representations of class C in 

the. reduction of P. The ~C(P) and '~C(p) are matrices of the 

same dimension. 

The result (A.8) is derived as follows: initially one has 

,P IC,r, I-l) = In, s, v) (D, s, viP IC, r, ~). 

'" 

. ~. . 

.. ', . 
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- BecatisePP = PP; we have 

.. -' - . . . 

(D, s,v IP ICrJl) uJl~(P) = . uv~(:P) (D, s, 11 IP IC, r, ~)(A.IO) 

Schur's lemma then ensures that 

.... 
- . 

(D, s, 11 IPIC, r,.~) = 0 ~or D I C, and that ~or D.= C it is 

a constant matrix in the Greek indices. This cons tant can depend 

on s, r, and C,. however, so we obtain· (A.8). 

The set o~ matrices . .YC(P), ~or each C, ~orm a 

representation o~ the grou]?of permutations P. These representations. 

are irreducible, because i~ any o~ the sets ,zC were reducible, then 

the decomposition' o~ the group o~ pIS would give more classes of 

irreducible representations than the decomposition of the group 

o~ pIS. This is not possible, since these two groups are 

. essentially identical. The same argument shows that the Jeep) 

for different values of C are inequivalent. 

The above arguments show, in fact, that any operator A in 

~ tha t commutes With all the Ii's is represented by 

(C, r, JlIA/D, s, v)' = 0CD 0Jl~ ~s. From the completeness and 

orthogonality properties of the ~s(P) one obtains 

where 

A = I .. A(P) .p, 

P 

A(P) I . Tr(AP-l ) = N~ 

1 \ 
- . N~ L (C, r, 

(A.II) 

!1/AID, v) (D, 
. -1 

s, 5, viP IC, 

(A.12) 

r, Jl), 

..... 
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as was8.lready discussed in the text. That.1s, any function in 

d .. ' that, commutes wi thall the Ii's is a ~inear combination 

of P's. The'converse is clearly trUe also. 
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FOOTNOTES 

This work was don~i.mder the auspices of the U.S. Atomic 

'.', . Energy Commission. 

,2. ' On leave of absence during the Michaelmas 'term 1966 from the 
" 0 

Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics 

and Christ.'s College, University of Cambridge, England. 

3~' It should be noted that 'our formulation of theVolkov model 

in terms of ordinary fermion operators is different from the 

ca.nonical formalism of Green, (2) . 
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